The top ten books published this month that librarians across the country love.

**THE LIVING GAME**
A Novel by Ruth Ware
(Gallery/Scout Press)

“Isa and her friends are boarding school misfits who are notorious for playing "the lying game." The more believable your lies, the more points you earn. A suicide at the school results in the girls being expelled under a cloud of suspicion. Fifteen years later, Isa hasn't seen her three closest girlfriends in a decade, but one text will bring them together again to deal with their deadly childhood secrets. I could not put this atmospheric book down. This is definitely going to be a summer hit.”
—Virginia Grubbs, Darien Library, Darien, CT

**WIRED**
by Julie Garwood
(Berkley)

“When Agent Liam Scott recruits a beautiful hacker, Allison Trent, to find a leak within the FBI, he uses her cousin’s criminal record as leverage. As they try to deny their growing attraction, the computer program Allison developed is stolen. Liam helps track down the thief while protecting her from continual harassment and attempts on her life. I genuinely enjoyed reading this novel. The whole book was tightly plotted and well written. This is a story I would highly recommend to romance readers, especially those new to the genre.”
—Maria Gruener, Watertown Regional Library, Watertown, SD

**HELLO, SUNSHINE**
A Novel by Laura Dave
(Simon & Schuster)

“Sunshine’s entire world comes crashing down on her, from the very beginning and I couldn’t wait to read what she was up to next. I loved this novel. I’m a big fan of this author!”
—Melissa Barber, Lubbock Public Library, Lubbock, TX